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Mehrez was Born in Sfax in Tunisia in June 27, 1979. He has a License from the superior institute of Fine Arts of Tunis specialty 

Sculpture. He also has a Master in sciences and techniques of arts specialty plastic Arts. Mehrez has a Postgraduate doctorate in 

sciences and techniques of the arts specialty Sculpture.   

Since 1998, he began to practice the sculpture within the institute to the various material means as the cardboard, the clay, the 

wire, plaster, wood and marble. He has Involvement in various regional and national exhibitions since 1999 by sculptures in round 

bump and low relief in marble and wood. Mehrez is a University Teacher since 2003.  

Mehrez achieved numerous goals in his artistic career, some of those are Passing a stay to will Square in Italy (Carrera) to achieve 

Sculptures made of marble—Realization with group a sculpture that expose in the 12nd biennial international of sculpture to will 

Square beginner July 29, 2006 in Carrere.  Mehrez is a Member of the Tunisians artists and involvement to the yearly exhibitions 

that united the elites of the art in Tunisia following a commission of choice of works  He has an Involvement as captain of team to 

the international shutter of sculpture on snow to the carnival of Quebec, Canada and realization of a gigantic sculpture.   

He got several awards in : "Coca Cola" of Sculpture in 2007 in the yearly exhibition of the Tunisians artists., Winning the great price 

of the plastic Arts of the city of Tunis in the edition of 2008 during the yearly exhibition of the Tunisians artists, and  price of Sculp-

ture in the exhibition of the Sculpture and the ceramics in Sfax. (March 2008), -price of Sculpture in the great exhibition of Sculpture 

in Tunisia. (March 2009).  -price of SFAX’S municipality in 2010 in the yearly exhibition of the Tunisians artists, -winner of idea com-

petition for the statue of “FARHAT HACHED” and realizing on Bronze. 

He did also an Involvement at the 9th edition (July-September 2008) of the international symposium of Sculpture of Changchun in 

China by a sculpture made of marble of 2.7m of height that has for title "The Eternal love" (Installed in the international sculpture 

park in Changchun) -Realization of a monumental contemporizing sculpture “books” in the 50 years of the Tunisian university 

(2m/2,5m/7m) in September 2008 with a team of students.- Involvement at 11th edition (July-September 20011) of the international 

symposium of Sculpture of Changchun in China by a sculpture made of marble.-Involvement at the celebration of Manama capital of 

Arab culture (December-January 2012) by a monumental sculpture, -Involvement at the first international sculpture symposium on 

marble on Dubai (February-Mars 2012) , -Involvement at the workshop “SYNERGIE3” on Maamoura, Nabeul with 2 designer. -

Inauguration of the culture city in Tunisia (Mars 2018) and select one of my sculpture on marble to permanent exhibition of the mu-

seum of modern Tunisian sculpture.  

Mehrez was Elected as an executive board member of Union of visual Artists of Tunisia in charge of foreign affairs. In 2017, he was 

Executive director of the first workshop in Sfax of symposium of sculpture on lime stone with association friends of plastic arts and 

Union of visual Artists of Tunisia. 
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AFRICAN LOVE 

OAMNIAN BLACK MARBLE SCULPTURE 

70 X 35 X 25 CM 

AED 7,000 


